DETECTING STRESS BASED ON SOCIAL INTERACTIONS IN SOCIAL NETWORKS USING
STACKING ENSEMBLING
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ABSTRACT: Social media currently plays an important role in current social structure of humanity. People are used to
sharing their daily activities and interacting with friends on social media platforms which provides a unique opportunity
with mining, measuring, modeling different user behavioral patterns. The project is based on the idea of detecting the
users stress in a proactive manner. The proposed system uses ensemble learning model which gives better accuracy
compared to other standard machine learning models with the help of meta classifier and the applied algorithms are
KNN, Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, Support Vector Machine.
Index Terms— Stress detection, factor graph model, micro-blog, social media, healthcare, social interaction

I. INTRODUCTION
The computer-assisted process of digging
through and analyzing enormous quantities of
data and then extracting the data's significance is
known as data mining or knowledge exploration.
Data mining instruments for predicting
preferences and future trends providing
businesses with the tools they need to make
strategic decisions, guided by expertise. Data
mining software can provide answers to market
concerns that have previously taken so long to
resolve. They explore hidden trend databases,
uncovering predicting data that experts might
overlook because it falls outside of their
assumptions.
Data mining (also known as data exploration or
knowledge mining) is the act of evaluating and
summarizing data from many perspectives into
valuable information – information [1] that can
be used to improve income, reduce costs, or do
both. Data mining software is one of several
analytical approaches to data analysis. It allows
users to examine, categories, and summaries
data-related relationships from a variety of
perspectives. Data mining is the process of
identifying patterns, [2] or similarities between
thousands of fields in massive relational
databases.
Though the term "data mining" is new, the
technology is old. For years, powerful machines
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have been used to sift through massive amounts
of supermarket scanner data and analyze market
research studies. Continuous advances in
computer processing power, disc storage, and
statistical methodologies, on the other hand, are
drastically enhancing study accuracy while
driving down costs. Although data mining is still
in its infancy, firms in a wide range of industries,
including retail, banking, Data To make
advantage of historical data, mining tools and
techniques are already being applied in health
care,
manufacturing,
transportation,
and
aerospace.
Data mining employs pattern recognition
technologies and statistical and mathematical
methodologies to help analysts uncover
significant information, linkages, trends, patterns
[2], exceptions, and anomalies that might
otherwise go undiscovered when sifting through
warehoused knowledge. Data mining is a
technique for identifying patterns and
correlations in data so that businesses may make
more informed decisions. Data mining can aid in
the identification of sales patterns, the
development of more effective marketing efforts,
and the accurate prediction of customer loyalty.
Data mining's most basic applications.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The detection of psychological stress is
connected to the topics of sentiment analysis
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and emotion detection.

detect social media psychological stress situations
using a deep convolutional network.

Emotion recognition at the tweet level in social
networks is the subject of research.
Computer-assisted emotion identification, analysis,
and application, particularly on social networks, has
received a lot of interest in recent years
Relationships between stress and psychology,
Personality traits may be a significant factor to
consider.
For instance, demonstrates that Daily is a reliable
source of information. Stress can be reliably
identified using behavioral metrics. Mobile phone
users provide service. Many tweet-level social
media emotion analysis studies use text-based
linguistic features and traditional categorization
methodologies. Proposed the use of a technology
called Mood Lens to undertake emotion analysis
Weibo, a Chinese micro blogging site, divides
emotions into four categories: furious, nasty, glad,
and sad.
Investigated the issue of emotional transmission on
social networks and discovered that anger had a
stronger link between users than joy, meaning that
negative emotions could spread faster and further.
We can utilize this inference to combine the social
influence of users who detect stress because stress is
typically considered as a bad emotion. However,
these activities primarily rely on textual
communication via social media networks. Content
In practice, social network data is made up of
sequential and interrelated items from different
sources and modalities, making it cross-media data.
Emotion detection at the user level in social
networks is the subject of research.
While the identification of tweet-level emotions
reflects the rapid feeling expressed People's
emotions or psychological stress states are often
more long-lasting varying throughout time in a
single tweet In recent years, a lot of research has
focused on user-level emotion identification in
social networks. Our prior work proposed utilising a
deep convolutional network to learn user-level
presentation on sequential tweet series over time to
Volume 12, Issue 03, March 2021

Employed the homophilia concept to incorporate
social ties into Twitter's user-level sentiment
analysis. Although some user-level emotion
detection research has been done, the importance of
social links in one's states of psychological stress, as
well as the value of social relationships in one's
states of psychological stress
Utilizing social interactions for social media
analysis is the subject of research.
Social networking is one of the most important
features of social media networks. Many scholars
are now focusing on how to leverage social
interaction information to improve the efficacy of
social media analysis.
Investigated the relationship between social
connections and users' beliefs and behaviors,
finding that interactions centered on Twitter can
lead to successful cognitions. Used Flicker
comments to forecast how photographs published
on Flicker will make people feel. These studies, on
the other hand, focused solely on the content of
social interactions, such as textual comment
material, while disregarding the underlying
structural aspects, such as how users are related.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
While the identification of tweet-level emotions
reflects the rapid feeling expressed in a single tweet,
people's emotions or psychological stress states are
often more long-lasting, shifting over time. In
recent years, a lot of research has focused on userlevel emotion identification in social networks. Our
previous work proposed using a deep convolutional
network to learn user-level presentation on
sequential tweet series over a period of time to
detect social media psychological stress conditions.
People's reactions to various types of demands or
problems are referred to as stress.
While this reaction will help us stay focused,
energetic, and mentally engaged while working
appropriately, if it is exaggerated, sadness, anxiety,
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hypertension, and a slew of other life-threatening
conditions will undoubtedly result. People use
cyberspace as a large soapbox to air their grievances
and share what they go through in their daily lives.
As a result, it can be utilized as a highly useful way
to evaluate a person's stress levels based on the
posts and status changes he/she shares. This is a
suggestion for a website that accepts the subject's
Twitter username as an input. Sentiment Analysis is
used to scan and analyze the subject's profile and
provide results. Such findings reveal the subject's
total stress levels as well as a description of his or
her mental and emotional state.
Implementation Study
While tweet-level emotions reflect the fleeting
emotion communicated in a single tweet, people's
emotions or psychological stress states are often
more long-lasting, fluctuating over time. A lot of
research has concentrated on user-level emotion
identification in social networks in recent years
[27]. Our prior work [27] proposed utilizing a deep
convolutional network to learn user-level
presentation on sequential tweet series over time to
detect social media psychological stress situations
using a deep convolutional network. Stress refers to
people's reactions to many forms of demands or
issues. While this reaction might help us stay
focused, energetic, and mentally engaged while
working, if it is excessive, it can lead to depression,
anxiety, hypertension, and a plethora of other lifethreatening illnesses. People use the internet as a
giant soapbox to voice their frustrations and share
their daily experiences. As a result, it can be used to
assess a person's stress levels based on the posts and
status updates that he or she shares. This is an idea
for a website that takes the subject's Twitter handle
as an input. Sentiment Analysis is a technique for
scanning and analyzing a person's profile and
providing findings. Findings like these reveal entire
stress levels of the person, as well as a description
of his or her mental and emotional state
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Fig. 1: key components of the proposed framework

Represents how all of the previously acquired
knowledge can be examined, as well as how all of
the sentences can be extracted utilizing emotions.
Following the extraction of words to determine the
sentences following recognition of the expression,
the score for each sensation for each category
polarity and categorized result is calculated.
IV PROPOSED APPROACH
Intense negative thoughts and the lack of positive
emotions, which can be understood using machine
learning methods, are the cardinal sign of
psychological stress. In The cardinal indicator of
psychological stress is intense negative thoughts
and a lack of happy feelings, which can be
understood using machine learning algorithms.
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for image
processing, Natural Language Processing (NLP),
and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for text
content processing are all included in the proposed
system.
Image processing that detects and extracts text
tweets from photographs includes preprocessing,
attribute extraction, classification, and linking to
NGOs. The key components of the proposed
framework are depicted in Figure 1. The
information was gathered through social media
channels like Twitter and Facebook. A data
selection of graphics and text was used to determine
the user's stress level. The photo dataset is extracted
and analyzed using OCR, which extracts the text.
After that, the text tweet material dataset and image
extracted text dataset were used as preprocessing
input and feature extraction using NLP. CNN plays
a crucial role in categorizing favorable and negative
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tweet content. Finally, users' disparaging tweets and
information are compiled and given to the NGO for
advice. The information about the stressed user (i.e.
user ID) is extracted and supplied to the
CLASSIFER. This is one of the ways that a suicidal
individual is discovered in a social network, and it
is quite likely to reduce the number of suicide
attempts.

4.1 Dataset Description
Twitter dataset:
Twitter allows its users to mine
tweets and make datasets. So different organizations
and educational institutions including Harvard and
Cornell publish different twitter datasets which are
found in the below dataset which can be used for
testing and training.
• https://www.isi.edu/~lerman/downloads/twit
ter/twitter2010.html

Fig 2: Architecture of psychological stress prediction
Fig 4: Scrapping tweets form the online tweets

The non-stressed user is represented by a positive (1), whereas
the stressed user is represented by a negative (0). In order to
alert CLASSIFER to the fact that it interacts with After the
CNN classification of social media dropout layer is eventually
applied to the network regularisation and to avoid over-fitting
concerns value, which offers the value of likelihood as an
output, the projected result may be classified as positive (1).
Ensemble approaches, at the network's conclusion, assist
improve machine learning results by integrating numerous
models. When compared to a single model, ensemble
approaches provide for superior predictions. Many prominent
machine learning contests, including Netflix Competition,
KDD 2009, and Kaggle, awarded first place to ensemble
approaches. The main hypothesis is that by correctly
combining weak models, we can get more accurate and
resilient models.

V. ALGORITHMS USED
5.1 Random Forest
Random forest is a supervised learning algorithm.
Random Forest is a classifier that contains a
number of decision trees on various subsets of the
given dataset and takes the average to improve
the predictive accuracy of that dataset.
Working of Random Forest Algorithm:
Step1 : First, start with the selection of random
samples from a given dataset.
Step2 : Following that, this algorithm will create
a decision tree for each sample. The forecast
result from each decision tree will then be
obtained.
Step 3: Each projected outcome will be voted on
in this round.
Step 4: Finally, choose the prediction result with
the most votes as the final forecast result.
•

Fig 3: Proposed method implementation
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5.2 KNN Model
The KNN algorithm implies that items that
are similar are close together. To put it another
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•

way, related items are close together.
For example “Birds of a feather flock
together.”
It can be used to solve both classification and
regression problems
5.3 Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machine (SVM)
algorithm is a simple yet effective Supervised
Machine Learning approach that can be used to
create both regression and classification
models.The main goal of SVM is to construct the
hyperplane and divide the So that datamining and
categorization may be done successfully, divide
the dataset into separate groups. SVM can be
applied to real-world problems such as detecting
tension in tweets.
Convolutional neural network model:
CNNs are regularized versions of multilayer
perceptrons.
• Fully linked networks usually refer to
multilayer perceptrons, in which each neuron in
one layer is connected to all neurons in the next
layer.
The input layer, hidden layer, and output
layer are the three types of layers in CNN.The
input from input layer is feed into hidden layer
There can be many hidden layers depending
upon our model and data size
Each layer's output is calculated by
multiplying the preceding layer's output by the
learnable weights of the layers in a matrix.

Fig 5: Layered Convolution Neural Networks for stress
classification

convolution operation are carried out with the
kernel size and 0-padding in this layer. The
functionality of relu activation is then applied
to the layer and the pooling process is
performed. To decrease the dimensionality of
the data, global maximum pooling is carried
out here. For the fully connected convolution
layer that produces the single value, the
pooling output is supplied as an input. The
sigmoid activation function is performed with
this
VI.RESULTS AND EVOLUTION METRICS

Fig 6 Scoring metrics like Mean absolute error and scoring
metrics results graph

Fig 7 scoring metrics results using machine learning
approach

Fig .8:-fraction of each tweet for stress classification

1-CNN is the first layer composed of 1convculation.The layer and the temporal
Volume 12, Issue 03, March 2021
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Fig. 12: Total parameter for fine tuning

Fig 9-frequency plot of tweets

Fig 13: Training and validation loss Result

Fig. 14: training and validation accuracy graph for
CNN ensemble model with DT

Fig. 10:-Hours count of each tweet users

Fig. 11: Stress tweet classification

Fig 15: Training and validation loss graph for CNN
ensemble model with DT

Fig. 16: Evolution Metrics Results
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Fig 17 : Comparative Result Analysis

Fig 18: Comparative Result Analysis graph

Fig 19: Confusion matrix report for all machine learning
algorithms

Fig. 20: CNN ensemble model with DT MetaClassifier with 99.35 % accuracy
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VII.CONCLUSION
This research focuses on detecting stress in
users by deducing their tweeting patterns
and user behaviors from twitter data using
an reassembling model based on the features
of the user's above-mentioned qualities.
Running this model allows us to detect and
assist stressed individuals. This research is
based on a data collection that was scraped
directly from Twitter API utilizing
emphasized keywords. The experimental
results shows the comparison of Machine
Learning Algorithms and it tells that
Decision Tree algorithm accuracy (98.5%) is
best among Random forest (46%), support
vector machine (93.6%), KNN (81%) and
Decision Tree (98.5%). Hence it was
selected for the meta-classifier in the CNN
ensemble model which gave us an accuracy
of 99.35%
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